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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 6:15 p.m. on Sept. 22

*positive test results

6

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

18

Cumulative
Residential Cases*

21

Thursday, September 23, 2021
Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

26

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

When will search for next UConn president begin?

?

TIMELINE FOR NEW UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT SELECTION REMAINS UNCERTAIN
by Colin Piteo

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
colin.piteo@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut
and UConn Board of Trustees have
not begun the process of searching
for a new permanent university
president and have no timeline of
when they may begin.
Last May, former President
Thomas Katsouleas suddenly announced his resignation from the
presidency reportedly due to differences he had with the University Board of Trustees. The Board
of Trustees quickly filled Katsouleas’ vacancy with UConn Health
CEO Dr. Andrew Agwunobi, who
became interim university president. Since then, the Board of
Trustees has given no further update to the selection of a new permanent president.
The last time the Board of
Trustees had to select a new president was when Susan Herbst announced in May of 2018 that she
would be stepping down from the
role after the following academic
year. That next February of 2019,
the Board of Trustees announced
that they had voted unanimously

From left to right, former University of Connecticut Presidents Susan Herbst (2011-2019), Thomas Katsouleas (2019-2021), and current Interim President Dr. Andrew Agwunobi. The board of trustees have
not begun the process of searching for a new permanent president.ty president
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to appoint Kasouleas to be president of the university.
When asked about when the
Board of Trustees may begin its
search for a new president, Stephanie Reitz, UConn spokesperson,
said the Board of Trustees does not
plan to begin the search process in
the near term and thus far has not
started the process.

“At the time that Agwunobi was
appointed interim president this
past summer, the Board of Trustees indicated that it does not plan to
begin a search process in the near
term and has not made any decisions regarding its potential timing,” Reitz said.
Reitz also emphasized that UConn and the Board of Trustees has

confidence in Agwunobi and his
ability to lead UConn during this
difficult period.
“The board feels strongly that
Dr. Agwunobi is well known and
trusted for his knowledge and
judgment, and is ideally suited to
lead UConn during this period.
The board and the administration
are focused on maintaining and

advancing UConn’s forward momentum while minimizing any
disruption due to this summer’s
leadership change. The continued
success of our students, faculty,
and staff is our highest priority,
along with high-quality patient
care at UConn Health and active
engagement with our many alumni,” Reitz said.
When asked whether Agwunobi
would be included in the search for a
new president, Reitz stated he would
contribute if the Board of Trustees
asked him to contribute.
“While the search process has not
yet begun, as always, he would contribute to any effort the board asked
him to contribute to,” Reitz stated.
Finally, when asked about whether or not the sudden leadership
change caused by Katsouleas’ resignation as well as the controversy
surrounding the Board of Trustees
handling of the matter would affect
the board’s selection process in any
way, Reitz said it would not.
Reitz also reiterated that the university will provide students with
updates on the selection process of
a new president as soon as they become available.

UConn ranks
in top 25 public
universities for
10th year in a row
by Hallie LeTendre
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
hallie.letendrel@uconn.edu

For a decade now, the University
of Connecticut has ranked in the
top 25 public universities across
the country by the U.S. News &
World Report’s yearly rankings.
On Monday, the rankings were
published, and UConn held its No.
23 spot from the 2020 rankings.

“Scholars want to
come to a place
that’s seen as
innovative and
committed to a
strong academic
and research
mission, and our
high U.S. News
ranking provides
external validation
of our work in those
and other areas.”
UNIVERSITY SPOKESPERSON
STEPHANIE REITZ

For more...

Rankings are based upon the
university’s ability to hold its
students to high standards, produce successful alumni, retain
impressive graduation rates and
provide the community with the
necessary tools to succeed, officials said.
Stephanie Reitz, university
spokesperson, highlighted the importance of the high ranking year
after year.
“It’s especially helpful in recruiting talented faculty and students to consider and join the
UConn community,” Reitz said.
“Scholars want to come to a place
that’s seen as innovative and committed to a strong academic and
research mission, and our high
U.S. News ranking provides external validation of our work in
those and other areas.”
Dr. Andrew Agwunobi, UConn interim president and CEO of
UConn Health, emphasized how
the university's consistent high
rankings benefit the community.
“Consistency is a particularly important part of excellence.
UConn’s placement among the nation’s top 25 universities over the
past decade underscores its deep
and abiding commitment to ex-
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For 10 consecutive years, U.S. News & World Reports has ranked the University of Connecticut in the top
25 public universities in the nation. Interim UConn President Dr. Andrew Agwunobi said UConn’s spot at
No. 23, “Underscores its deep and abiding commitment to excellence in academics and student success.”
DAILY CAMPUS FILE PHOTO

cellence in academics and student
success,” Agwunobi said.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic affected the university’s
protocols and interrupted multiple semesters, UConn was able to
maintain its ranking.
“Maintaining our strong position against the challenging backdrop of an unprecedented pan-
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demic is particularly gratifying,”
Agwunobi said. “It is a testament
to the resilience and dedication
of UConn’s students, faculty and
staff, as well as our state’s leaders,
and the many others who support
and sustain the institution’s continual drive for quality.”
The university is hopeful that
it will be able to continue being
The Daily Campus
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credited for its hard work and devotion to the community.
“UConn doesn’t chase rankings,
but we know they’re valuable as a
way for potential students, their
families, and faculty in considering whether to pick the university.
We’ve found that if the quality is
high, the good rankings then follow,” Reitz said.

Tweet of the Day
The Chicks of Storrs
@StorrsChicks
have rainy tuesdays turned
into rainy wednesdays?
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Under Taliban, thriving Afghan music
scene heads to silence

An Afghan musician poses for a portrait with his rubab in Kabul,
Afghanistan, Thursday, Sept. 16.
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNAT ARMANGUE/AP

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — A
month after the Taliban seized power in Afghanistan, the music is starting to go quiet.
The last time that the militant group
ruled the country, in the late 1990s, it
outright banned music. So far this
time, the government set up by the
Taliban hasn’t taken that step officially. But already, musicians are afraid
a ban will come, and some Taliban
fighters on the ground have started
enforcing rules on their own, harassing musicians and music venues.
Many wedding halls are limiting
music at their gatherings. Musicians are afraid to perform. At least
one reported that Taliban fighters at
one of the many checkpoints around
the capital smashed his instrument.
Drivers silence their radios whenever they see a Taliban checkpoint.
In the alleys of Kharabat, a neighborhood in Kabul’s Old City, families
where music is a profession passed
through generations are looking for
ways to leave the country. The profession was already hit hard by Afghanistan’s foundering economy, along
with the coronavirus pandemic, and
some families now too fearful to work
are selling off furniture to get by.
“The current situation is oppressive,” said Muzafar Bakhsh, a
21-year-old who played in a wedding
band. His family had just sold off
part of its belongings at Kabul’s new
ﬂea market, Chaman-e-Hozari. “We
keep selling them … so we don’t die
of starvation,” said Bakhsh, whose
late grandfather was Ustad Rahim
Bakhsh, a famous ustad — or maestro — of Afghan classical music.
Afghanistan has a strong musical
tradition, inﬂuenced by Iranian and
Indian classical music. It also has a
thriving pop music scene, adding electronic instruments and dance beats to
more traditional rhythms. Both have
ﬂourished in the past 20 years.

Asked whether the Taliban government will ban music again,
spokesman Bilal Karimi told The
Associated Press, “Right now, it is
under review and when a final decision is made, the Islamic Emirate
will announce it.”
But music venues are already feeling the pressure since the Taliban
swept into Kabul on Aug. 15.
Wedding halls are usually scene
to large gatherings with music and
dancing, most often segregated between men’s and women’s sections.
At three halls visited by the AP, staff
said the same thing. Taliban fighters
often show up, and although so far
they haven’t objected to music, their
presence is intimidating. Musicians
refuse to show up. In the male sections of weddings, the halls no longer have live music or DJs. In the
women’s section — where the Taliban fighters have less access — female DJs sometimes still play.
Some karaoke parlors have closed.
Others still open face harassment.
One parlor visited by the AP stopped
karaoke but stayed open, serving waterpipes and playing recorded music.
Last week, Taliban fighters showed
up, broke an accordion and tore
down signs and stickers referring to
music or karaoke. A few days later,
they returned and told the customers
to leave immediately.
Many musicians are applying for
visas abroad.
In the family home of another ustad in Kharabat, everyone’s go-bag
is packed, ready to leave when they
can. In one room, a group of musicians was gathered on a recent day,
drinking tea and discussing the situation. They shared photos and videos from their performances around
the world — Moscow, Baku, New
Delhi, Dubai, New York.
“Musicians do not belong here
anymore. We must leave. The love

and affection of the last years are
gone,” said a drum player, whose career has spanned 35 years and who
is the master of a leading music education center in Kabul. Like many
other musicians, he spoke on condition he not be named, fearing reprisals from the Taliban.
Another musician in the room said
the Taliban broke a keyboard worth
$3,000 when they saw it in his car
as he crossed through a checkpoint.
Others said they were shipping their
most valuable instruments outside
the country or hiding them. One
had dismantled his tabla — a type
of drum — and hidden the parts in
different locations. Another buried
his rebab, a stringed instrument, in
his courtyard. Some said they hid instruments behind false walls.
One who managed to leave already is Aryana Sayeed, a top female pop star who was also a judge
on the TV talent show, “The Voice
of Afghanistan.” Already used to
death threats by Islamic hard-liners,
Sayeed decided to escape the day the
Taliban took over Kabul.
“I had to survive and be the voice
for other women in Afghanistan,”
said Sayeed, now in Istanbul. She
said she was asking Turkish authorities to help other musicians get out
of her homeland. “The Taliban are
not friends of Afghanistan, they are
our enemies. Only enemies would
want to destroy your history and
your music,” she said.
At the Afghanistan National Institute of Music, most of the classrooms
are empty. None of the teachers nor
the 350 students have come back
since the takeover. The institute was
once famous for its inclusiveness
and emerged as the face of a new
Afghanistan. Now, it is guarded by
fighters from the Haqqani network,
an ally of the Taliban considered a
terrorist group by the United States.

An Afghan musician plays the harmonium during a portrait in
Kabul, Afghanistan, Thursday, Sept. 16.
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNAT ARMANGUE/AP

Fighters from the Haqqani network appear inside a room of the
Afghanistan National Institute of Music in Kabul, Afghanistan,
Thursday, Sept. 16.

Afghan luthier Mohammad Ibrahim Afzali holds a bucket with pieces of a broken harmonium inside his
workshop in Kabul, Afghanistan, Sept. 14. In mid-August, he put away his tools, broke the instruments left
in the workshop and closed down. Now the 61-year-old sells chips and snacks to help feed his family.
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FDA backs Pfizer COVID-19 boosters for seniors, high-risk

A syringe is prepared with the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at a clinic at the Reading Area Community College in Reading, Pa. An influential panel of advisers to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
met on Wednesday, Sept. 22, to decide who should get COVID-19 booster shots and when.
FILE PHOTO/AP

(AP) — The U.S. moved a step
closer Wednesday to offering
booster doses of Pfizer’s COVID-19
vaccine to senior citizens and others at high risk from the virus as
the Food and Drug Administration
signed off on the targeted use of the
extra shots.
The FDA authorized booster doses for Americans who are 65 and
older, younger people with underlying health conditions and those in
jobs that put them at high-risk for
COVID-19. The ruling represents
a drastically scaled back version of
the Biden administration’s sweeping plan to give third doses to near-

ly all American adults to shore up
their protection amid the spread of
the highly contagious delta variant.
However, more regulatory hurdles lie ahead before the dispensing
of boosters can begin.
Advisers to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention opened
a two-day meeting Wednesday to
make their own, more specific recommendations about who should
get the extra shots and when. And
in their first day of discussions,
some experts were so perplexed
by the questions surrounding the
rationale for boosters that they suggested putting off a decision for a

month in hopes of more evidence.
The uncertainties were yet another reminder that the science
surrounding boosters is more complicated than the Biden administration suggested when the president
and his top aides rolled out their
plan at the White House last month.
The FDA decision Wednesday
was expected after the agency’s own
panel of advisers last week overwhelmingly rejected the Biden plan.
The panel instead recommended
boosters only for those most vulnerable to severe cases of COVID-19.
The timing of the FDA decision
was highly unusual given that the

agency typically takes action before
the CDC convenes its own experts.
The CDC panelists heard a series of presentations Wednesday
outlining the knotty state of science on boosters. On one hand,
the COVID-19 vaccines continue
to offer strong protection against
severe illness, hospitalization and
death. On the other hand, there
are signs of more low-grade infections among the vaccinated as
immunity wanes.
Ultimately the committee must
decide who is considered at high
enough risk for an extra dose. Data
provided by Pfizer and the Israeli
government suggests a strong case
for boosters in people 65 and older,
but there is less evidence that extra shots provide much benefit for
younger people with underlying
health conditions.
Several CDC advisers agreed
boosters are also important for
keeping health care workers on
the job.
“We don’t have enough health
care workers to take care of the unvaccinated,” said Dr. Helen Talbot
of Vanderbilt University. “They just
keep coming.”
The CDC has already said it is
considering boosters for older people, nursing home residents and
front-line health care workers,
rather than all adults.
The World Health Organization
and other global health advocates
are opposed to wealthy nations
dispensing a third round of shots
when poor countries don’t have
enough vaccine for their first doses. And many independent scientists say that the vaccines continue
to perform well against the worst
effects of COVID-19 and that their
ability to curb the overall trajectory
of the epidemic is uncertain.
U.S. regulators will decide at a

later date on boosters for people
who have received the Moderna
or Johnson & Johnson vaccines. If
Pfizer boosters are authorized this
week, U.S. regulators indicated the
shots would not be recommended
for people who got a different brand
of vaccine initially.
The across-the-board rollout of
boosters proposed by the White
House was supposed to have begun
this week. Some questioned whether President Joe Biden had gotten
ahead of the science by announcing
his plans before government regulators had reached any conclusions.
Despite the resistance in recent
days, some top U.S. health officials said they expect boosters to
eventually win broader approval
in the coming weeks or months.
Dr. Anthony Fauci said over the
weekend that “this is not the end
of the story.”
Other administration officials
noted that the FDA decision covers
tens of millions of Americans and
that seniors and other high-risk
groups would have been the first
to get boosters even if extra shots
had been authorized for the entire
population. Seniors were in the
first group of Americans eligible for
vaccination last December.
The U.S. has already authorized
third doses of the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines for certain people
with weakened immune systems,
such as cancer patients and transplant recipients. Other Americans,
healthy or not, have managed to
get boosters, in some cases simply
by asking.
The U.S. is dispensing around
760,000 vaccinations per day on
average, down from a high of 3.4
million a day in mid-April. About
180 million Americans are fully
vaccinated, or 64% of those who
are eligible.

Hundreds of Conn.
group home workers
threaten to strike
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Hundreds of unionized group
home workers in Connecticut are
threatening to walk off the job next
month if settlements aren't reached
on new labor contracts.
The New England Health Care
Employees Union, District 1199,
SEIU, delivered strike notices on
Tuesday to two private agencies —
Whole Life Inc. and Network Inc.
— which have about 70 locations
across the state that could be affected. The union's deadline for an
agreement is 6 a.m. on Oct. 5.
The threat of a strike, which would
involve more than 500 workers at
group homes and day programs for
people with developmental disabilities, comes more than three months
after state officials authorized $184
million to increase wages and benefits for group home workers. The
union said these remaining two
group home operators have failed
to settle on new agreements, despite
the additional funding.
In July, a threatened strike by
more than 2,100 group home workers at 200 homes was called off after
a late-night agreement for higher
wages and improved benefits was
reached with the help of Democratic
Gov. Ned Lamont's administration.
“The State of Connecticut stepped
up and provided funding that was
adequate," said Rob Baril, the union
president, in a written statement.
“Now it’s time for these agencies to

do the same: to provide people with
pensions, affordable health insurance and enough wages that people
can take care of their families.”
Messages were left seeking comment with representatives from
Whole Life and Network. According to the union, the staffers have
been working without a contract
since 2019.
Most of the state's unionized
group home workers earn $14 to $15
an hour to care for people with physical and mental disabilities. With the
additional state funding, they are expected to receive up to $17.25 an hour
next year. Baril said the workforce,
which is “overwhelmingly female”
and “majority Black and brown,
with the remainder being working-class white folks," often work 80
or more hours a week.

“It’s time for
these agencies to
do the same: to
provide people with
pensions, affordable
health insurance
and enough wages
that people can
take care of their
families.”
UNION PRESIDENT ROB BARIL

CLASSIFIEDS
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Students wear masks to protect themselves from COVID-19 as they go about their business on the Storrs
campus. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUK, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Gov. Lamont seeks to extend
masking, vaccination orders
(AP) — Connecticut Gov. Ned
Lamont on Wednesday released a
list of executive orders he hopes top
legislative leaders will agree to extend through Feb. 15.
The orders include required
COVID-19 vaccinations for nursing
home workers, required vaccination or testing for school workers
and certain state employees, and
required mask-wearing in schools
and elsewhere.
Earlier this summer, a law was
passed which empowers the top six
Democratic and Republican legislative leaders to disapprove any of
the executive orders issued under
the state's emergency public health
declarations.
“We have unfortunately seen the
risks of the Delta variant realized,
with a prolonged surge in cases,
hospitalizations, and deaths from
this new and more contagious variant,” Lamont wrote in a letter to
legislative leaders.
He noted how it’s critical the
state continue its vaccination campaign and masking requirements
in schools and certain high-risk
settings to “prevent the emergence
of even more contagious and more
dangerous COVID-19 strains.”
Also Wednesday, Lamont issued
a proclamation calling the General Assembly back to Hartford for

a special legislative session next
week to approve the 6th renewal of
the Democrat's declaration of public health and civil preparedness
emergencies.
Republican lawmakers have
voiced opposition to the move, arguing it's time for the Democratic-controlled General Assembly to
make these decisions.
In other coronavirus-related
news in Connecticut:
VACCINE MANDATE OPPOSITION
Teachers, school bus drivers, and
health care workers were among
the dozens of people who testified
before a group of state legislators
Wednesday, arguing they unfairly
face the possibility of losing their
jobs because state and federal mandates require them to get vaccinated
or tested regularly for COVID-19.
Some said they're willing to risk
their jobs rather than get the shot.
“I may lose my job next week,
but my choice and every parent's
choice for what we put in our bodies is more important than my job,”
said Linda Machorro, a veteran elementary school teacher in the Danbury Public Schools.
Some people who appeared before the General Assembly’s Conservative Caucus, which organized
the hearing, said they've been

shunned at work and experienced
discrimination because of their resistance to getting the shot.
Some questioned why vaccinated workers weren’t also required
to get tested regularly while others
complained about having to answer
invasive questions about their medical histories and religious beliefs in
order to obtain an exemption.
Ashley Madore, one of several
school bus drivers in Bristol who attended the hearing, said people who
kept working during the pandemic are now scoffed at by politicians
and others because of their personal
concerns about the vaccine and their
reluctance to get tested weekly.
“Those of us who were once heroes are now nothing because we believe in the right to choice,” she said.
An executive order signed by the
governor requires staff at childcare facilities and pre-K-12 schools statewide
to have received at least one dose of a
COVID-19 vaccine by Sept. 27. Those
who don't get vaccinated due to certain exemptions will have to get tested
weekly. State hospital and long-term
care employees will not have the option of testing in lieu of vaccination.
“Every action Gov. Lamont has
taken in response to the pandemic has been aimed at reducing the
spread of the virus," said Max Reiss, a spokesperson for Lamont.
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Editorial

  
  
 
 
  

I

f you’ve been at the University of Connecticut long enough, you’ve probably
heard or seen USG a lot. There are plenty
of flyers on the walls of our academic
buildings advertising USG initiatives, lots
of discussions between students about
what the USG is up to and even some appearances
from USG leadership at widely-attended events
like Freshman Convocation. But, most students
likely don’t really know what the USG is, or what
they do.
USG stands for Undergraduate Student Government, and this organization is one of the most
influential on campus. USG has an annual budget
of over $1.5 million and is responsible for allocating
that money to 600+ student clubs and organizations as well as their own initiatives. Members of
USG also represent the interests of the entirety
of the student body (over 24,000 people) to the
UConn administration and state and town governments.
You might be wondering: why are we bringing this up now? Well, tonight is the deadline to
submit an “Intent to Run” form to join USG as a
student senator. The structure of USG is similar
to that of the U.S. government in that there are
three branches: executive, judicial and legislative.
Senators are a part of the legislative branch. They
are responsible for voting on crucial matters that
come before the government and are each required
to sit on at least one committee that organizes
initiatives to serve UConn students in some way.
There are plenty of ways that running for a Senator position would allow you to take part in change
at UConn. Through sitting on committees such as
external affairs, student services, academic affairs
and student development, your ideas about how
UConn should work can be heard and potentially
implemented. If you believe strongly in changing
something about UConn, USG is one route that can
enable you to make that change. Students should
know that this opportunity exists for them and
understand their potential to get involved if they
wish to do so.
Senator seats that are open right now include
residential seats (representing students from different residence halls and off-campus students),
academic seats (representing students from different academic colleges) and multicultural and
diversity seats. Voting for the senator positions will
be open from noon Sept. 28 to noon Sept. 30. Get
involved and run or vote if it sounds like this is a
good opportunity for you. But, even if you don’t,
at least know that these positions exist and that
the people that hold them are meant to serve you.
Today, and through the remainder of student
election season, we should participate actively in
our student government. Going forward however,
the UConn administration and the administration of USG must continue to ensure that student
representative elections, their consequences and
how to fully participate are common knowledge.
Like any government, in order to be democratic
and accountable the USG needs to be elected each
year by an educated and informed student body,
and administrators and student leaders alike must
work towards this goal.
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by Carson Swick
STAFF COLUMNIST
carson.swick@uconn.edu

Nicki Minaj may be the “queen of rap,” but she
certainly isn’t the queen of following public health
recommendations.
Compared to the topics I usually cover, I will
admit that this is a bit out there, but when someone of Minaj’s caliber stands against the prevailing views of both Hollywood and the Biden White
House, the situation becomes worth discussing.
In case you missed it, the “Super Bass” rapper
snagged headlines last week with her viral tweet
about the apparent side effects of one COVID-19
vaccine. Minaj claimed that a friend of her cousin
became impotent and suffered “swollen testicles”
after receiving his shot.
“My cousin in Trinidad won’t get
the vaccine cuz his friend got it &
became impotent,” Minaj tweeted on Monday, Sept. 13. “His
testicles became swollen.
His friend was weeks away
from getting married, now
the girl called off the wedding. So just pray on it &
make sure you’re comfortable with ur decision, not
bullied.”
Both the identity and
specific symptoms of the
man have not been confirmed, but Minaj’s mention
of such a bizarre side effect was
enough to send the world into a
frenzy.
For one, officials in both the United
Kingdom and Minaj’s homeland of Trinidad felt
the need to address her claims. From London,
Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty said that Minaj “should be ashamed” for promoting “clearly
ridiculous” myths. Dr. Terrence Deyalsingh, the
head of Trinidad and Tobago’s Ministry of Health,
said that his organization “wasted so much time”
trying to track down that poor, testically-swollen
soul (with no success of course).
In reacting to Minaj’s post, some Twitter users
were quick to speculate that the swollen testicles
were actually the result of a sexually transmitted
infection. Though I’m no medical expert, this explanation seems much more plausible. Perhaps
the man’s fiancé had already been infected, or
he had been unfortunately unfaithful in the days
leading up to his wedding.
However, in entertaining such lurid curiosities,
we fail to see that the drama surrounding Minaj
is not an issue of COVID-19 misinformation, nor
of those “evil anti-vaxxers” delaying a return to
normalcy for everyone else. Rather, it is one of
the “vaccine-hesitant,” who are often unfairly
grouped in with the anti-vaxxers.
At this point in the pandemic, the opportunity window to convince inoculation’s staunchest
opponents otherwise has closed. One particular
demographic — rural, strongly religious support-

ers of former President Donald Trump — remains
the most opposed to receiving COVID-19 shots by
a large margin. Nothing that President Joe Biden
says is going to convince them otherwise, just as
no DNC employees are going to buy Trump’s 458th
claim of fraud in the 2020 election.
Despite all this polarization, there is a vaccine-hesitant middle ground composed of urban
Black and Hispanic people. Most are blue-collar
workers with families to support, and most voted
for Biden in last year’s election.
Beyond their generally low trust in our country’s medical institutions, members of this middle
ground worry that side effects from the vaccine
will cause them to miss several days of work, thus
limiting their roles as breadwinners. They also
grapple with the poor accessibility of
Pfizer and Moderna vaccines in their
communities, as inferior J&J jabs
have reigned supreme.
Yet, the concerns of vaccine-hesitant
individuals
have been ignored and
even demonized by the
enthusiastically vaccinated. As members of this
group know, never before
in American history has
such a widely distributed
vaccine been developed
so quickly. They feel they
have no voice, as though
they are mere dust in a raging
sandstorm between the minions
of Dr. Fauci and Majorie Taylor
Greene.
As luck would have it, Minaj has
emerged to become the closest thing this middle
ground has to a spokeswoman.
To be clear, I am puzzled by the spike in anti-vax
Minaj fandom. Nowhere in her tweet did Minaj
make a case against the vaccine — she simply encouraged her fans to be “comfortable with” their
decision. In her quest to “do more research,” Minaj actually tweeted a poll to get input from her
largely vaccinated fanbase.
The Biden administration — though increasingly scathing in tone toward unvaccinated individuals — seems to recognize that there somehow lies
political capital in Minaj’s tweet. Instead of publicly slamming Minaj’s claims like their British
and Trinidadian counterparts, the White House
offered the rapper a phone call to answer all of her
totally legitimate questions. This is a huge step up
from this summer’s Olivia Rodrigo theatre, which
likely convinced no one above the actual eligibility
age to get vaccinated.
As such, the path out of this pandemic lies in
winning over vaccine-hesitant individuals. As anti-vaxxers dig in deeper, Biden must continue to
view the Nicki Minaj’s of the world as the ace up
his sleeve. By “cutting losses” with anti-vaxxers
and targeting vaccine-hesitant individuals, the
president can right the ship — and perhaps reverse his plummeting approval ratings.

The concerns
of vaccine-hesitant
individuals have been
ignored and even demonized by the enthusiastically vaccinated.
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GOVERNORS BALL
by Hollianne Lao
LIFE EDITOR
hollianne.lao@uconn.edu

Like all other in-person experiences, the pandemic put a hold on
the Governors Ball music festival’s
10th anniversary, but this year, it’s
back and better than ever. Let’s take
a look at the music lineup, food and
beverage vendors and points of in-

NEW LOCATION
The festival moved
to Citi Field because
of its accessibility
and the event
planners’ idea to
create a “one-of
a-kind 360-degree
festival experience,”
that makes the walk
from one stage to
another only five
to seven minutes,
according to the
Gov Ball website.
terest for Gov Ball 2021 in preparation for The Daily Campus’ coverage
of the event this weekend, Sept. 24 to

26 at Citi Field.
For the past year and a half, the
unpredictability of the pandemic
has led us to expect experiences of
all kinds to be rescheduled, moved
to a virtual format or canceled altogether, despite the tiniest bits of
hope quashed by our understanding of health and safety. However,
live music events have perhaps felt
the impacts even more keenly, and
epic experiences like music festivals
perhaps the most. Fortunately for
our health and safety – and the part
of us that thrives off of the energy of
concerts – vaccination has facilitated large-scale outdoor events again.
Thus, Gov Ball found a way to host
the New York City staple, albeit a bit
later in the year than its usual June
dates at Randall’s Island.
How can someone feel comfortable in the throng of singing, sweaty
strangers ever again? Well, you never might – and that’s completely valid – but at least you know for Gov
Ball, a full COVID-19 vaccination or
negative COVID-19 test result will
be required to enter, according to
the event’s FAQs.
The headliners for all three days
seem more than capable of putting
on the show that is necessary to
close out a day of festivities: Billie
Eilish on Friday, A$AP Rocky on
Saturday and Post Malone on Sunday. Notable acts on Friday include
Portugal. The Man, Earthgang, Ke-

hlani and Leon Bridges; J Balvin,
Megan Thee Stallion, Phoebe Bridgers, King Princess, Bleachers and
ARIZONA on Saturday; and Ellie
Goudling, Carly Rae Jepsen and
Dominic Fike on Sunday.
Sure, when I ﬁrst saw the lineup,
I wasn’t super impressed compared
to the ﬁrst time I went in 2019, which
had heavy hitters at almost every
time slot of each day. However, it’s
a feat in itself that the festival and a
respectable lineup was able to come
out at all this year, and I’m looking
forward to seeing how the setup of
the stages in this new location work
out.
The festival moved to Citi Field
because of its accessibility and the
event planners’ idea to create a “oneof-a-kind 360 degree festival experience,” that makes the walk from one
stage to another only ﬁve to seven
minutes, according to the Gov Ball
website. The centering of the four
stages in the middle is supposed to
prevent sound bleed between stages. Gov Ball’s reason that the location’s easy access “allows for more
ﬂexibility with potential weather
events” is notable, considering last
time they hosted the music festival,
the ﬁnal day was stormed out, causing many angry would-be attendees.
Like always, the food lineup is
positively overwhelming. I feel like
you have to go more than one day
just to try all the foods that will no

The Governors Ball 2021 will take place at Citi Field located in
Queens, New York for its 10 year anniversary. This new location is
to make the festival more accessible to all as the layout allows for
shorter walks between performances and to prevent sound from
bleeding between the stages.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA

doubt catch your eye. There are
the classic New York and festival
choices that have attended in years
past, such as Doughnuttery, Hebros Kitchen, Takumi Taco, Aracini
Bros, Big Mozz and Van Leeuewen.
I am determined to try to eat from
at least one dessert place, one taco
place and one place that serves a
melty cheese. We’re trying to cover
all of our bases.
In terms of experiences, I’m excited to visit the “OGX’s I Love My Hair
Fest,” which will have photo ops,

free goodies and complimentary
festival hair styling, according to the
website, as well as stopping by Casa
Bacardí, a Bud Light Seltzer Session
and, of course, the Babe Bus Terminal with Babe canned wine, now being of age.
Seeing how Electric Zoo, another
music festival, was wildly popular
with attendees for a return to live
concerts, especially music festivals,
I’m more than excited myself to experience Governors Ball in its latest
form.

The Governors Ball headliners include Billie Eilish,
A$AP Rocky, J Balvin and Post
Malone. The festival takes
place from Sept. 24-26 and
requires a COVID-19 vaccination or recent negative
COVID-19 test to enter the
event.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA
POSTER COURTESY OF THE GOVERNORS
BALL
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MY FAVORITE
FOODS AT THE BIG E
by Jordana Castelli
STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

What’s better than walking around and getting to try all different kinds of foods? Nothing, in my
book. This past weekend I visited the Big E for the first time ever, and I absolutely loved it. While I
didn’t go on any rides, I did get to try some delicious foods that left me, and my belly, feeling fulfilled
and happy the entire day. Here are my top cuisines:

New Hampshire Mac & Cheese
Our first stop of the day was New Hampshire’s scrumptious mac & cheese. Everyone I went with had
hyped it up, and considering the long line, I knew I was in the right place. We enter the NH house and
are immediately met with over five little stoves that each have a small pan of mac & cheese on it, which
you can customize to your liking. My friend and I went with the classic, and, boy, did it not disappoint.
After five minutes we were handed a fresh, boiling hot bowl of macaroni dripped in the most delicious
cheese I have ever tasted. And, trust me, they didn’t skimp out on the cheese. It wasn’t too much of a
cheesy flavor, and it blended perfectly with the pepper that we crushed on top. Needless to say, it was
definitely the right start to my first Big E experience.

Randy’s Wooster Street Pizza
I am a die-hard fan of New Haven pizza… and, yes, it is better than New York pizza. Naturally, as soon as
I saw ‘Wooster’ included in a pizzeria’s name in the Connecticut house, I knew I needed to stop. I settled
on one Scamozza Joe slice (margarita) and one classic pepperoni slice. As soon as I saw it come out of the
oven, I knew I’d be a fan. The pizza was thin crust with a perfectly bristled base that made the crust crispy
but not too burnt. The cheese to sauce ratio was perfect and they loaded up the pepperonis. The slices
were placed in the oven before serving, so there’s no need to be worried about getting a cold piece of pizza
that is hours old. Better yet, they have a location in Manchester, so if you have a car I highly recommend
checking it out!

Connecticut’s Baked Potato
From the gecko, we knew we wanted to devour a massive baked potato, which we thankfully found
in the Connecticut house. Before you all say it, I know Maine apparently has the best baked potatoes at
the Big E, but the line alone was over 45 minutes, which we definitely did not want to do. On the side of
Connecticut, we found a baked potato shack that served two versions, one with broccoli and cheese and
the other with the classic sour cream, bacon, cheese and chives. My friend and I settled with the classic
and were more than pleased. The potato was perfectly cooked and the heat from it was able to melt the
cheese on the bottom layer. The mix of the sour cream gave that tangy flavor while not overpowering
the bacon and chives. Overall, it was the perfect blend of flavors that are making my mouth water as
I’m writing this. If you, like us, don’t want to waste an hour in line, I would ditch the Main potato and
stay close to your roots in CT.
Now that I have tried all these delicious foods, I’m sad that I haven’t been going to the Big E for years,
but I am definitely going to make sure to check it out from now on. Not only was the food amazing, but
it was also really fascinating to see the different products that were sold in each house. I was able to
tour all of New England in a matter of three hours!

(Above) A Connecticut
style baked potato from
the Big E, a fair that showcases multiple states from
New England. This baked
potato is loaded with sour
cream, bacon, cheese and
chives.
(Left) Randy’s Wooster
Street Pizza slices on
display at the Big E fair.
Wooster Street, New
Haven, is famous for their
crispy, thin crust pies. The
slices pictured are pepperoni (left) and Scamozza Joe (right).
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY AUTHOR
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THIRSTY
THURSDAY

by The Daily Campus Life
life@dailycampus.com

The bar is mostly empty. Seventies rock fills the silence, save for
the sounds of two older men in
the corner tapping their feet with
drunken approval. They spot the
“Birthday Princess” sash draped
around my shoulder, and, without hesitation, let whoops and
cheers spill out of their mouths.
My friends - too sober to appreciate this gesture - turn their backs
towards the counter. I - too drunk
to not acknowledge these gentlemen (who I would like to underscore were drinking at a college
bar on a Tuesday) - smugly nod
back and give them a two-finger
salute. The more clear-headed
members of my party pull me
back, and ask the question every
college student dreams of hearing, “What drink do you want me
to buy you?”
And so began for me the tradition of the 21st birthday bar crawl,
in which friends and strangers
commonly buy you drink after
drink and excitedly wait for you
to become a babbling, incoherent mess, signaling to them that
their work is done. I started out
at Ted’s Restaurant and Bar and
was immediately outfitted in a
“I had my first Beaver at Ted’s
on my 21st Birthday” t-shirt that
had a strange orange stain on
the front. Now, for the sake of
honesty, I will say that the Blue
Razz Purple Beaver I was about
to drink was not my first alcoholic beverage of the day. At 11 a.m.,
my parents visited and
took me out for mimosas. Although
I did not pay
for my drink
in the classic sense
of
the
word,
I did
have
to pose

for several “Of course you can see
my ID!” pictures that, god willing, will not be posted on Facebook. An hour later, my friend
handed me a strange concoction
of pineapple vodka and lemonade
mixed in a Dunkin Donuts cup,
which tasted like a Truly that had
come out of one of those dining
hall juice dispensers.
A few hours later at Ted’s, I was
face to face with the aforementioned purple beaver. It had more
of a black cherry taste than blue
raspberry, was not too sweet and
not too strong either, though my
sober friends who tried it did not
agree with my latter assessment.
Other reviews - documented in a
video taken at the scene - included, “tastes like fruit punch,” “this
is my favorite Beaver” and “4 out
of 12.”
After downing the Beaver and
an order of mac and cheese, we
headed to Huskies Tavern. Sex on
the beach was first up -- tropical,
fruity and sweet, it was a drink
that would satisfy my sugar craving. My glittery hat and sash began to draw attention and happy
drunk strangers who were surely reminiscing about their own
21st birthdays started to buy my
friends and I drinks. The first patron, a 26-year-old man, bought
us Irish breakfast shots. I had
never heard of such a drink and
was filled with a mixture of curiosity, intrigue and, of course,
alcohol. Irish breakfast shots
consist of - for those who don’t
know - Jameson and butterscotch
schnapps, with a
sip of orange
juice

immediately following. I clinked
glasses with the strange man who
had just purchased my drink and
swallowed something that basically tasted like an alcoholic
creamsicle - I highly recommend
it.
Next up, another stranger
bought me my personal favorite:
a green tea shot. Green tea shots
are a fabulous combination of
Irish Whiskey, peach schnapps,
sour mix and lemonade; at Huskies, you can also get a Dog Bowl
version that is quite good. A
young, college-aged girl - who I
inevitably exchanged Instagram
handles and participated in a
back and forth of “No, you’re so
pretty I literally love you”’s with
- bought me a shot of Kendall Jenner’s tequila, “818,” which was
actually pretty smooth.
I believe the night ended with a
vodka cranberry, but I’m a lightweight, so that’s where our story
stops. Twenty first birthdays are
truly magical events. They are
the perfect combination of college
students’ love of alcohol, friends
and not having to pay for things.
Your friends watch you regress
into the most absurd, quotable
version of yourself, and you get
to watch it the next day on video. As the Ubers arrive and my
night at Huskies comes to a close,
the dawn awaits the next
young person prepared to answer
the call of
duty.
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Huskytalk | What’s the most embarassing thing you’ve done at UConn?

“My chicken pooped
on me!”
Natalie
Animal Science
First semester

“I was on the elevator and asked the
other person who
got on with me what
floor they needed
and pressed the
wrong one.”
Jarred
Mechanical Engineering
Fifth semester

“I fell off the Stairmaster on my first
day at the gym and
broke my braces.”

“I took about 20 minutes driving around
campus trying to find
my dorm when I was
about 20 feet away.”

Rachel
Physics
Third semester

Ethan
Environmental Engineering
First semester

FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 23, 2021

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 “The Giving Tree”
author Silverstein
5 Gravelly voiced
sort
11 Top (out)
14 Ritzy
15 City on the Rio
Grande
16 Flamenco
dancer’s cry
17 Org. mandating
eyewash stations
18 Canvassing
technique
20 Animals in a herd
22 Face value
23 Org. with 132
Pulitzer Prizes
24 Initiation rite
28 Tear up
29 Batter’s stat
30 One hanging
around in the
forest?
32 Give and take
36 “And fly, __ evil
intercept thy
flight”: Milton
37 Title teacher in
a James Hilton
novella
40 Kipling’s “Follow
Me __”
41 Insect dating from
the Jurassic era
43 Board, as a bus
44 Darling of baseball
45 Daughter of
Cronus and Rhea
48 Becomes clear
50 Digs
53 Stadium shout
54 Linked in a way
illustrated by
three pairs of
puzzle answers
58 Hardwood with
an edible seed
59 After
61 ’60s-’70s Pontiac
62 Venetian
Renaissance
painter
63 Mystery-solving
Wolfe
64 Virtual-city
denizen
65 Strips in the
freezer
66 Torah holders
DOWN
1 __-mo
2 Muzzle

UwU what’s this?

9/23/21

By Ed Sessa

3 What some
Woodstock
attendees
eventually
became
4 Seize eagerly
5 Go over again
6 Cockeyed
7 Table setting item
8 House
disciplinarians
9 Impressive spread
10 One sharing
quarters
11 Bullwinkle’s last
name
12 Sunburn
applications
13 Boomers’ kids
19 Breaks up with
21 Feature of some
eyeglasses
24 Pub order
25 Magician’s
opening
26 Camera type,
briefly
27 Espresso-based
coffee concoction
31 However, in poetry
33 Churchgoer, e.g.
34 Mine, in Amiens
35 “Mystic River”
Oscar winner
Sean

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

Sudoku
1 2
Level

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

38 Nanki-__
39 Capture
42 Graph lead-in
46 Social
functions
47 “The front page
of the internet”
website
49 Island big shot
50 Chicago
Symphony
conductor with
31 Grammys

3

4

9/23/21

51 Mouthed
stadium
greeting
52 Narrow groove
54 Benders
55 Shipbuilding
wood
56 Toms’
counterparts
57 Questionable
political
spending
60 Apt. IDs

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

9/23/21
Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
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Ohtani hits 45th HR while surging Astros rout Angels 10-5
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Shohei Ohtani's latest majestic homer
wasn't nearly enough to turn back
the Houston Astros as they steamroll toward another AL West title.
Ohtani hit his 45th homer in the
eighth inning, but Aledmys Díaz
and Kyle Tucker hit back-to-back
homers and drove in three runs
apiece while leading the Astros to
a 10-5 victory over the Los Angeles
Angels on Tuesday night.
Ohtani connected for his first
homer since Sept. 10, driving a solo
shot off Houston’s Cristian Javier
445 feet into the elevated right field
stands at the Big A.
“Chop that up a little bit, you
might get two or three out of that,”
Angels manager Joe Maddon said.
Ohtani has only three homers in
September, but the two-way superstar is just one behind Toronto's
Vladimir Guerrero Jr. and Kansas
City's Salvador Perez for the major
league lead.
With a 116.1 mph exit velocity
that resembled his early-season
feats, Ohtani also matched Mike
Trout's 45 homers in 2019 for the
second-most in Angels history.
Troy Glaus hit 47 in 2000.
Ohtani declined to speak to reporters afterward, but Maddon
weighed in on the AL MVP race,
which some believe is tightening
this month while Ohtani slumps
and Guerrero contends for the
Triple Crown: “I think everybody
(else) is in second, third, fourth

and fifth place.”
Jose Altuve hit a two-run homer
and Martin Maldonado added a
solo shot in another blowout victory at the Big A for the Astros, who
routed the Angels 10-0 on Monday.
Houston built a 10-1 lead in the
sixth inning of the rematch before
coasting to its 12th win in 17 meetings with Los Angeles this season.
“We know this team is capable
to do it every day,” Díaz said. “The
guys are taking great at-bats now,
top to bottom. We’re playing good
baseball right now, and hopefully

we can keep it for the next month
and a half.”
The Astros' (90-61) sixth win in
seven games overall coupled with
the Oakland Athletics' second
straight loss to Seattle trimmed
Houston's magic number for
clinching the AL West title to four.
“That’s pretty good, but we’re
just trying to win,” said Altuve,
whose 29th homer left him two shy
of matching his career high. “We’re
not quite paying attention to the
magic number just yet. We have 11
more games, and we’re trying to

Houston Astros’ Martin Maldonado, right, is hugged by Carlos Correa
after Maldonado’s solo home run during the sixth inning of a baseball
game against the Los Angeles Angels Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2021, in Anaheim, Calif. PHOTO BY MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ/THE DAILY CAMPUS

win them all and see what happens
next.”
José Urquidy (8-3) pitched six-hit
ball into the sixth inning, yielding
four runs while staying unbeaten
since June. In his fourth appearance back from a two-month absence with a right shoulder injury,
Urquidy lasted almost as long as
manager Dusty Baker had hoped.
“We were trying to get him
through the sixth and build up
his endurance, and then he hung a
couple of breaking balls and gave
up three runs,” Baker said. "And
that’s why we had to go get him. He
was very good up to that point."
Phil Gosselin hit a three-run homer and Jack Mayfield had a solo
shot for the Angels, who have lost
five straight while wrapping up
their seventh straight non-playoff
season. The Halos had their second
consecutive embarrassing pitching
performance against the division
leaders, giving up up 18 runs in an
eight-inning stretch spanning the
first two games of this four-game
series.
Houston got four hits and four
runs off Angels starter Packy
Naughton (0-3), who pitched into
the fifth inning of his fourth career
start.
Tucker hit a two-run homer and
Díaz followed with a solo shot off
Naughton in the second for the Astros' 10th back-to-back homers of
the season.
“I made two bad pitches,”

Naughton said. “I think I battled
and came back pretty well, but
you’ve got to hope next time you
can come back and execute those
pitches.”

RAW ARMS
Los Angeles has chosen to promote several pitchers with minimal major league experience to finish out what’s likely to be its sixth
straight losing season, and the first
four hurlers who took the mound
Tuesday were rookies who came
in with a combined 48 1/3 innings
in the big leagues. Austin Warren
was the only one who performed
well, throwing a perfect eighth in
his return from a four-week stint
on the COVID-19 injured list.

TRAINER'S ROOM
Astros: 3B Alex Bregman got the
day off for rest.
Angels: Unless OF Jo Adell (abdominal strain) feels much better
fairly soon, he won't play again this
season, manager Joe Maddon said.

UP NEXT
Houston's Luis Garcia (11-7, 3.37
ERA) looks to extend his AL lead
in victories and innings (144 1/3)
for a rookie pitcher. He faces fellow rookie Janson Junk (0-1, 2.25
ERA), who will make his third major league start.

Suits against Ohio State over sex abuse by doc are dismissed
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A federal judge dismissed some of the biggest
remaining lawsuits over Ohio State's
failure to stop decades-old sexual
abuse by now-deceased team doctor
Richard Strauss, saying Wednesday
it’s indisputable Strauss abused hundreds of young men but agreeing with
OSU’s argument that the legal window
for such claims had passed.
“For decades, many at Ohio State
tasked with protecting and training
students and young athletes instead
turned a blind eye to Strauss’s exploitation,” U.S. District Court Judge Michael
Watson wrote in one ruling. “From
1979 to 2018, Ohio State utterly failed
these victims. Plaintiffs beseech this
Court to hold Ohio State accountable,
but today, the legal system also fails
Plaintiffs.”
Lawyers for at least some of the affected plaintiffs immediately vowed to
appeal.
Attorney Stephen Estey said the
group of men he represents was devastated by the judge's decision.
“The students were betrayed on the
campus, and they’re betrayed again by
the university in the legal proceedings”
through the settlement amounts it offered and its argument for dismissing
the cases, Estey said. “I mean, it’s betrayal across the board.”
Roughly 400 men and one woman
had sued Ohio State since 2018 over its
failure to stop Strauss despite concerns
they say were raised with school offi-

cials during his two-decade tenure, as
far back as the late 1970s. Many of the
accusers say they were fondled in medical exams at campus athletic facilities,
a student health center, his home and
or an off-campus clinic.
Watson said the court wasn't questioning their suffering and acknowledged "their claims cry out for a remedy,” but he concluded the two-year
legal window in Ohio for bringing
claims under the federal Title IX law
had passed. If the men have a legal path
forward, it starts at the Statehouse, not
courts, he said.
“At all times since the filing of these
cases, the Ohio legislature had the
power, but not the will, to change the
statute of limitations for these Plaintiffs,” Watson wrote.
Some of the plaintiffs had recently
sought the judge’s recusal from the
case after he disclosed to them this
month that his wife’s business has ties
with the university, but Watson also
denied those requests Wednesday. Attorneys for the men said they intend to
appeal that issue, too.
The university has publicly and
repeatedly apologized and has said it
was committed to a “monetary resolution” for those Strauss harmed. It
previously reached nearly $47 million
in settlements with 185 survivors – an
average of about $252,000 – and separately offered an individual settlement
program that recently closed and had
drawn interest from additional plain-

tiffs.
In total, the university has reached
settlement agreements with more than
230 survivors, OSU spokesperson Benjamin Johnson said by email Wednesday. He said he couldn't provide details
on the total sum of settlements or the
average settlement amount for those in
the individual program.
After the allegations came to light
three years ago, the university “sought
to uncover and acknowledge the truth
about Richard Strauss’ abuse and the
university’s failure at the time to prevent it,” Johnson said.
But many of the men who'd been
continuing the legal fight argued that
the university hadn't treated them fairly and had thus added to their trauma.
They maintained that the earlier settlements were too small and that they deserve compensation more comparable
to other recent sexual abuse scandals in
higher education. They point to Michigan State’s $500 million settlement for
500-plus female victims of imprisoned
sports doctor Larry Nassar, and the
University of Southern California’s
$852 million settlement with more than
700 women who accused a gynecologist of sexual abuse.
Rocky Ratliff, an attorney who represented some of the plaintiffs and was
one himself, said some of the guys in
his group who had recently and reluctantly agreed to settle reached out
to him Wednesday, upset for him and
others who had decided against set-

tling only to see their cases dismissed
weeks afterward.
Ratliff said he hadn't brought himself to read the judge's full rulings but
was left feeling “sad and disgusted” to
have been an Ohio State Buckeye wrestler and alumnus.
The Ohio State accusers couldn't
confront Strauss, who died in 2005.
Since his family’s initial statement of
shock, no one has publicly defended

him.
He had retired in 1998 with an unblemished employment file. Other
records show there was a state medical board investigation about Strauss
in 1996, but he was never disciplined.
Current officials at the board say evidence of misconduct was ignored in
that case but that they can’t determine
now why his case was closed back
then.

This undated file photo shows a photo of Dr. Richard Strauss, an Ohio
State University team doctor employed by the school from 1978 until
his 1998 retirement. On Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2021, a federal judge
dismissed some of the biggest remaining lawsuits over Ohio State’s
failure to stop decades-old sexual abuse by Strauss, now deceased,
saying it’s indisputable he abused hundreds of young men but agreeing with OSU’s argument that the legal window for such claims had
passed. PHOTO BY OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY/ AP

USOPC: American hopefuls for Beijing Games must have vaccine
U.S. athletes trying to make
the Winter Olympics will have to
be fully vaccinated for COVID-19
under a groundbreaking new
policy announced Wednesday by

the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Committee.
CEO Sarah Hirshland wrote in
a letter obtained by The Associated Press that, starting Nov. 1, the

USOPC will require staff, athletes and others utilizing training
centers and other USOPC facilities to be vaccinated.
The requirement, she said,
“will also apply to our full
Team USA delegation at future
Olympic
and Paralympic
Games.”
According to
the team website,
athletes
will have to
show proof of
vaccination by
Dec. 1. The U.S.
is expected to
send
around
240
athletes
to the Winter
Olympics,
though the mandate will impact
hundreds more
— anyone with
hopes of making
the final squad.
In this Dec. 1, 2020, file photo, the Olympic Symbol is reinstalled after it was taken down
for maintenance ahead of the postponed Tokyo 2020 Olympics in the Odaiba section in
The InternaTokyo. U.S. athletes trying to make the Winter Olympics will have to be fully vaccinated
tional
Olympic
for COVID-19 under a groundbreaking new policy announced Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2021
by the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Committee. PHOTO BY EUGENE HOSHIKO/ AP
Committee has

been encouraging vaccines but
did not require them for athletes
who competed in the Summer
Olympics. With that guidance,
most national Olympic committees, including the USOPC, followed suit by strongly recommending the vaccines but not
requiring them. The IOC's first
“Playbook,” a booklet offering
health-related and other guidance for the Winter Games, is
due out next month.
Earlier this year, around 83%
of the more than 600 American
athletes who qualified for Tokyo got the shots in time for the
Summer Games, according to
the USOPC's final count. The
IOC estimated about 85% of all
athletes in the Olympic village
had been vaccinated.
There were some Americans,
including golfer Bryson DeChambeau and swimmer Michael Andrew, who spoke openly about not receiving shots.
DeChambeau ended up testing
positive shortly before he was
supposed to head to Japan and
missed the games, while Andrew said he had contracted
COVID-19 previously and didn't

plan to get vaccinated.
In her letter, Hirshland said
the USOPC had been hopeful
that many COVID-19 restrictions would be lifted by the end
of the Tokyo Games.
“The stark reality is that this
pandemic is far from over,” she
wrote. “This step will increase
our ability to create a safe and
productive environment for
Team USA athletes and staff,
and allow us to restore consistency in planning, preparation
and service to athletes.”
Hirshland said there would be
a process for athletes to apply
for an exemption.
The USOPC policy veers
from those at other American
sports organizations, including
the NFL and NBA, which don't
have mandates. Neither does the
NHL, though it has strict protocols for unvaccinated players,
including stipulations that allow
teams to suspend unvaccinated
players if they miss games due to
COVID-19 or travel restrictions
related to the virus.
The NHL has an agreement to
allow some of its players to compete in the Olympics.
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Photo of the Day | No competition in sight

The men’s soccer team defeats Yale 4-0 Tuesday night in Morrone Stadium. The Huskies scored twice in the first half and twice in the second half while shutting out the Bulldogs.
PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Coleumn We aren’t talking about these
The Coleumn:
The

two MLB rookies enough
by Cole Stefan

flow to the game while All-Star Trevor
Rogers has become yet another solid
pitcher in a strong Miami Marlins’ rotation. There’s also been Jazz Chisholm
As is the case every few years, the Jr. making the Marlins a very fun team
MLB rookie class is looking phenom- to watch as he becomes their next face
enal with several rookies proving they of the franchise.
have bright futures.
But every year, there are the rookies
In the AL, Randy Arozarena is that no one appreciates enough. Some
having a decent season for the red-hot go on to have solid careers, while othRays, who have also had their top pros- ers do not. Last year, this honor bepect, Wander Franco, consistently get longed to people like Brady Singer and
on base like he plays for the Moneyball Triston McKenzie.
Athletics. All-Star Adolis Garcia is also
This year, that honor belongs to
off to an incredible start to his career Baltimore Orioles first baseman/outas a power force in the Texas Rangers’ fielder Ryan Mountcastle and Chicago
lineup.
Cubs third baseman Patrick Wisdom.
In the NL, Jonathan India has been Their teams might not make the playan incredible leadoff hitter with a great offs this year, but with these incredible
sensations, both the Orioles and Cubs
have bright futures
for the next five to
eight years.
Let’s start with
Mountcastle,
the
2015 first rounder
out of high school is
having a marvelous
season for the Orioles. In 133 games,
Mountcastle is batting .260 with 128
hits, 30 home runs
and 83 RBIs. Very
recently, Mountcastle just passed Hall
of Famer Cal Ripken Jr. for the most
home runs hit by an
Orioles rookie. For
reference, Ripken
had 28 in 1982 while
appearing in all but
two games and batting .264.
On the Orioles,
Mountcastle sits secRyan Mountcastle #6 of the Baltimore Orioles celebrates after hitting a three RBI home run against ond in batting averthe Minnesota Twins. Mountcastle just passed Hall
of Famer Cal Ripken Jr. for the most home runs hit age behind another
by an Orioles rookie. PHOTO BY ROB CARR/ GETTY IMAGES
breakout man in
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

All-Star Cedric Mullins, first in home
runs, third in hits, fourth in doubles,
first in RBIs and second in OPS. With
numbers like that, you know he is going to be a power hitter pitchers must
keep their eyes on in the future.
Defensively, Mountcastle can handle any position he plays well, as he
gets most of his innings at first base
and can also move around the outfield.
That said, he has proven himself to
be a cornerstone that the Orioles can
build off. Mountcastle, the No. 5 prospect according to MLB.com in 2020,
has already hit more home runs than
he did during any season in the minor
leagues, which shows that he is settling
into major league pitching nicely.
Mountcastle is tied for the league
lead in home runs by rookies with Garcia, first in RBIs, among the top players
eligible in batting average and tied for
second in hits with St. Louis Cardinals
outfielder Dylan Carlson. He’s only 24
and with numbers like that, he’s only
expected to improve with time and
make the Orioles better than they have
been over the last five seasons.
If we were just looking at the numbers, Mountcastle should be the frontrunner for AL Rookie of the Year. He
has gotten some strong consideration
for the award, but the polls are leaning
towards Arozarena and Garcia as of
right now.
Then there’s the Cubs’ wisest player
in Wisdom. He may not be getting a
lot of love because he is a 30-year-old
rookie, but he was one of the top hitters
for the Cubs during their transition
phase from loveable contenders to rebuilding Cubbies.
Wisdom, a complimentary pick out
of St. Mary’s in 2012, is having a career
year as he is batting .238 with 27 home
runs, 59 RBIs and 77 hits in 102 games.
Along the way, he has picked up the
most home runs by a Cubs rookie since
2015. Not bad for a stud who was on no
one’s Top 30 prospect rankings.

Like Mountcastle, Wisdom can
play multiple positions whether it
is third base, first
base or left field.
The Cubs have
decently balanced
his playing time
at most places,
but he looks like
the heir apparent
to Bryant at third
base. With a rookie season as good
as that offensively
and
defensively
(2.4 WAR, fourth
on the team), there
should not be any
reasons as to why
he should not be
playing at that position.
Cubs third baseman Patrick Wisdom (16)
With the Cubs, Chicago
rounds the bases after hitting a two-run home run
Wisdom
leads against the San Diego Padres. He has picked up the
the team in home most home runs by a Cubs rookie since 2015. PHOTO
BY KAMIL KRZACZYNSKI/ USA TODAY
runs, is second in
RBIs, fourth in
Only time will tell how both of their
batting average and sixth in doubles. careers pan out, but in the moment,
When he wasn’t leading in a category, it they have both been incredible playwas being led by either someone on the ers for two struggling franchises and
team like Ian Happ (first in hits) or one should be key faces towards rebuilding
of the three core players that got traded both of their lineups. Mountcastle may
at the deadline (Javier Baez, Anthony be the next great franchise player in
Rizzo and Bryant). If he gets his batting Orioles’ history, while Wisdom seems
average up a lot more, he is going to be to have found his home after being on
the face of the Cubs’ offense.
three different teams in as many seaCompared to other rookies, Wis- sons.
dom is second in home runs behind
In all fairness, the baseball writers
Garcia and Mountcastle, in the top are probably going to give the Rookie
twenty for hits by eligible rookies, tied of the Year awards to India and eifor sixth in RBIs with Carlson, and in ther Arozarena or Garcia, but if they
the top 20 for doubles. His numbers can give the ROTY to two 50 homer
may not stand out compared to other sluggers in three years, then there
rookies like Carlson, Bobby Dalbec shouldn’t be a problem as to why two
and Mountcastle, but he has a strong 25+ home run sluggers should earn the
foundation that he can build off as he honors as well.
continues to earn his long-awaited
playing time.

There’s no place like home: Wade lifts UConn over Dartmouth
by Jacob Sondik
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
jacob.sondik@uconn.edu

Looking to retain the momentum from last week, the UConn
men’s soccer team was looking for
90 minutes of the type of wholeteam effort that had bolstered them
early on this season. On Tuesday
night, they found the spark to get
them there.
Five minutes into the match it
was, again, Jayden Reid who filled
his role as the Huskies’ facilitator
and leader on offense. He found
sophomore Moussa Wade, who
took the lead from his fellow sophomore and found the back of the
net to give the Huskies an early 1-0

lead. From that point on, the Huskies controlled the flow of the game,
almost adding on another goal minutes later, but Scott Testori yanked
it just wide of the post to keep the
game within reach for a Dartmouth
squad desperate to capture their
first win of the season.
The rest of the first half was all
UConn, as the Big Green failed to
register a shot in the first 45 minutes of play. However, they were
able to successfully keep this
out-of-conference matchup close
as they successfully turned away a
late first half attack set up by Felix
Metzler and Mateo Leveque.
After losing the foul battle
against Butler on Saturday night,
the Huskies did a good job playing

a cleaner game, registering 11 fouls
to Dartmouth’s 15. UConn also
avoided yellow cards, while the Big
Green received one in the first half
and one in the second half. Despite
the controlled aggressiveness, the
Huskies could not add on to their
early 1-0 lead, failing to convert a
free kick early in the second half
and putting more pressure on
graduate student goalkeeper Jahmali Waite. Luckily for the Huskies, their veteran goalie was up to
the challenge. Waite turned away
Dartmouth’s only shot on goal towards the end of the second half,
ensuring UConn would not have
to find themselves in another overtime nail biter.
The final 20 minutes were de-

void of scoring opportunities, when
both UConn and Dartmouth failed
to put pressure on the other squad’s
defenses and goalkeepers. Waite
pitching his fourth clean sheet in
the first six games of the season,
only allowing two goals in this
young season, an impressive mark
for the grad student from Philly.
Despite failing to score, Dartmouth showed fight in the losing
effort, notching all five of their
shots in the second half, two more
than the Huskies. The Big Green
was able to draw three corner
kicks, all in the second half of play,
with a shot on goal coming from a
free kick in the waning minutes of
the contest.
The Huskies added another win

against their New England opponent, avoiding a loss to Dartmouth
for their ninth showdown in a row
since they lost in New Hampshire
in the mid 90s. Dartmouth’s challenge next time out is a battle with
the best team in the nation, as they
travel to the nation’s capital to take
on Georgetown on Saturday afternoon.
Up next for UConn is a date
with DePaul in Chicago. The Blue
Demons also have a record of 4-2
in this young 2021 campaign and
are looking to build off their strong
home performance last weekend
against Oakland, coming out victorious 3-1.
Kickoff is at 2 p.m. EST at Wish
Field.
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Stratton’s College Football ATS Picks
by Stratton Stave
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

Hello college football fans!
Last week was my inaugural
set of ATS picks and I went 3-2,
which all-in-all is pretty good.
The goal is to stay above 50 percent accuracy, which I did and
will look to continue to do this
week. One of the picks I misjudged was the UConn game
by choosing Army to cover the
spread. Things looked good for
me early on when the Huskies
trailed Army 42-0 at halftime,
but as Army took out their starters and cleaned out their bench,
UConn made up just enough
ground to kill my prediction.
One pick where I was completely on the money was the Arizona
State vs. BYU game, where even
though ASU was favored lightly, I predicted that BYU would
win outright. Hopefully I’m able
to sustain my performance this
week’s relatively underwhelming slate of CFB action.

No. 12 Notre Dame at
No. 18 Wisconsin (-5.5)
(Saturday at noon on
FOX):
This
matchup
is one of two inter-ranked games
this week and it’s
tricky to really figure out these teams so far. Notre
Dame started the season with a
three-point win against Florida
State, a team that has still yet to
win. Not only is that concerning,
but the Fighting Irish also barely squeaked by an underwhelming Toledo squad by three the
week after. Wisconsin had the
chance to win late versus now
sixth ranked Penn State in a contest that is more impressive now

than it seemed a few weeks ago.
The Badgers’ game
against Penn State
just gives me more
confidence
that
they can compete
at the Top 25 level,
while Notre Dame hasn’t proven
much with mediocre competition.
The pick: Wisconsin

No. 7 Texas A&M (-5.5)
vs No. 16 Arkansas (Saturday at 3:30 p.m. on
CBS):
The other half of
this week’s ranked
contests comes in
this one, which
should be an exciting SEC debut for both teams. Texas A&M
comes into this game mostly
dominating their unimpressive
non-conference slate instead of
waiting for SEC play to prove
their worth. They only beat Colorado 10-7 away in a matchup
where the Aggies failed to produce much offensively. Colorado
followed up this performance
against unranked Minnesota,
losing 30-0, and
making
Texas
A&M’s 10-7 win
look increasingly
concerning.
Although ranked lower, Arkansas had an inspiring win against
then No. 15 Texas in Week Two
by 19. Personally, the Colorado
matchup is far too concerning
for me to go with the Aggies in
what should still be a close and
exciting game.
The pick: Arkansas

No. 9 Clemson (-10) at
NC State (Saturday at

3:30 p.m.
ESPN):

on

So far this season, Clemson has
been
incredibly
underwhelming. A favorite to
make the College Football Playoff in the preseason, their odds
have fallen to under 30 percent,
according to ESPN’s FPI. They
have had trouble scoring points
against any quality teams, which
is obviously critical to winning.
The opened the season with a
neutral seven-point loss to now
No. 2 Georgia, but only put up
three points in the contest. They
followed that up with a nice
win versus FCS opponent South Carolina State, but then
only beat a mediocre
Georgia Tech team by
six points at home.
NC State has played to
their expectations, killing teams
they should kill and losing by
two touchdowns to Mississippi
State, which is not embarrassing. Clemson will likely win, but
the ten-point spread is just too
much with their recent inability
to score.
The pick: NC State

South Florida at #No. 5
BYU (-23) (Saturday at
10:15 p.m. on
ESPN2):
Plain and simple,
the spread here just
does not feel like it
is far enough in BYU’s favor. The
Cougars are coming off consecutive ranked wins at home and
are really developing some key
momentum at the right time. QB
Jarren Hall is putting together
an excellent campaign, throwing for seven touchdowns and

giving up two interceptions to
this point against great competition. South Florida has only won
one so far and has
looked really poor.
Maybe their domination of FCS Florida A&M will give
them some confidence, but BYU
is just way too good.
The pick: BYU

Wyoming (-29.5) at UConn (Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
on CBSSN) :
The spread here is really big.
Wyoming is a very solid
team, coming into this
matchup undefeated and
fresh off a 29-point win
versus Ball State. The
Huskies, on the other
hand, were at the complete mercy of Army last week, losing 5221 in a contest that saw Army put
in their fourth-string players.
This is a tricky one to pick, since
UConn could get killed in the
first half and then play against
a long line of backups in the
second half like they did versus
Army. The big question here is
a bit counterintuitive: will Tyler
Phommachanh keep
the Huskies in this
one early? If yes, then
they will get beaten
bad down the stretch
without time to get
any garbage points
and cover. If not, then they’ll
have time to get Phommachanh a
couple scores on the ground before the game finishes. I say they
do the latter.
The pick: UConn

Stratton’s record so
far: 3-2 (.600)

“Late Night Lamonte” lifts Giants over Padres 6-5
SAN DIEGO (AP) — “Late Night
LaMonte" struck again for the San
Francisco Giants.
LaMonte Wade Jr. singled over
leaping All-Star shortstop Fernando Tatis Jr. in the ninth inning
to bring in the go-ahead run and
the Giants beat the staggering San
Diego Padres 6-5 Tuesday night
to keep a one-game lead in the NL
West.
It was the fifth time since the
All-Star break that Wade delivered
a tying or go-ahead hit in the ninth.
“Late Night LaMonte, that’s
what everybody’s been calling
him," said starter Kevin Gausman,
who watched from the clubhouse
after lasting just four innings. “It
seems like he always comes up in a
big situation and has a good-quality at-bat and puts the ball in play
and has been a huge part of what
we’ve done this year. You can’t
speak enough about how well he’s
been able to play this year in so
many different spots."
Wade's hit was the third straight
one-out single off Mark Melancon
(4-3) and brought in Brandon Belt
from second ahead of the throw
from left-fielder Tommy Pham.
Melancon, who leads baseball with
37 saves, started the ninth with the
score tied at 5.
The Giants stayed ahead of the
Dodgers in the division race after
Los Angeles beat Colorado 5-4.
Wade chuckled at the nickname.
“I’ve been hearing the nicknames and everything like that,"
he said. “I guess that’s pretty
cool, some of the guys in there
are laughing about it and say it
in the locker room. Anytime you
can help out this team win is just
a great feeling. You definitely want
to keep that going and hopefully
it can be ‘Early Game LaMonte' at
some point. But if it’s got to be ’Late
Night,' then it’s ‘Late Night.’”
The Padres blew a 4-1 lead and
wasted a two-homer performance
by Manny Machado three nights
after his dugout dustup with Tatis.
Machado came up with runners on
first and second and one out in the
ninth and grounded into a double
play.
“No situation is too big for us as
a unit and it’s just a lot of fun when
we put it together and go out there
and play good defense and run off a

good play at the plate,” Wade said.
The Padres lost for the ninth time
in 11 games, a skid that has dropped
them from a one-game lead for the
second wild-card spot to five games
behind St. Louis, with Cincinnati a
game ahead of them and Philadelphia a half-game ahead.
Padres right fielder Wil Myers
made a great leaping catch to rob
pinch-hitter Steven Duggar of a
two-run homer to end the eighth
and keep the game tied at 5.
Tatis added an RBI single for the
Padres, whose chances at the second wild card were seriously damaged when they went 2-8 on a trip
through Los Angeles, San Francisco and St. Louis.
Tony Watson (6-4) got the win
and Tyler Rogers got his 13th save.
San Francisco rallied from the
4-1 deficit to take a 5-4 lead in the
sixth against Joe Musgrove. Brandon Crawford doubled in Kris
Bryant with the tying run and then
scored the go-ahead run on Mike
Yastrzemski's sacrifice fly.
San Diego's Austin Nola tied it
with a homer off Zack Littell leading off the sixth.

The Giants started their comeback in the fifth when pinch-hitter
Wilmer Flores had an RBI single
and Buster Posey a sacrifice fly.
Tommy La Stella homered on
Musgrove’s fifth pitch.
Both of Machado’s homers were
off Gausman, an All-Star who
lasted only four innings, and both
reached the Western Metal Supply
Co. brick warehouse in the leftfield corner. Machado homered
with two outs in the first and leading off the third. It was his 30th
career multihomer game and third
this season. He has 26 homers this
year.
Tommy Pham homered two batters later, his 15th, for a 4-1 lead.
Tatis’ RBI single came in the second.
Gausman, who lost to the Padres on Thursday in San Francisco, allowed four runs and nine hits
while striking out three and walking none.
Musgrove, who beat the Giants
last Wednesday, allowed five runs
and eight hits in 5 2/3 innings,
struck out six and walked three.
It was in St. Louis in Saturday

night that Machado shouted and
cursed at Tatis during a face-toface confrontation between the
All-Stars. The dustup came after
Tatis struck out looking and then
argued the call by umpire Phil
Cuzzi. Padres manager Jayce Tingler was ejected when he came out
to argue on Tatis’ behalf.
Machado and Tatis stood next
to each other after batting practice
Tuesday and said all is well between them. Machado called Tatis
“my little brother,” adding that the
dugout blowup was unfortunate
and happened due to the pressure
of trying to win.

ROSTER MOVE
Padres: Designated RHP Jake
Arrieta for assignment and reinstated RHP Javy Guerra from the
60-day injured list. The 35-year-old
Arrieta was 0-3 with a 10.95 ERA
in four starts with San Diego after being signed to a minor league
contract following his release by
the Chicago Cubs. He left Sunday's
start in St. Louis with a groin injury after getting just one out.

San Francisco Giants’ LaMonte Wade Jr. watches his RBI-single hit during the ninth inning of a baseball
game against the San Diego Padres, Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2021, in San Diego. PHOTO BY GREGORY BULL/ AP

UConn Women’s
Soccer hopes
to rebound
in conference
Opener versus
St. John’s
by Stratton Stave
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

This Thursday, the UConn
women’s soccer team (4-3) hope
to get back to winning ways after a tough loss against Buffalo
last week. The Huskies hope to
live up to their lofty expectations in the Big East this year,
where they were picked third
in the preseason coaches’ poll,
despite being inconsistent in
the early goings of the season.
The St John’s Red Storm (42-1) was picked sixth in the
same poll, but they're hoping
to increase their stock as the
season progresses. The Red
Storm are led by graduate student forward Zsani Kajan, who
was selected as the preseason
Big East offensive player of the
year. A pure scorer, Kajan has
lit up opposing defenses so far
this year. The striker is netting
goals at a torrid pace, with nine
in only seven games. This includes her hat-trick at Saint
Joseph’s, one of four multi-goal
games she's had this season.
Kajan also adds significant value as a passer, collecting two
assists so far. The Huskies will
have their hands full trying to
contain the Red Storm star, but
if they are able to put a lid on
Kajan’s scoring they’re likely to
earn a win. When the graduate
student scores a goal, St. John’s
is 3-0-1, while when she doesn’t
score, they’re 1-2-0.
Another player who could
be problematic for the Huskies
is redshirt junior goalkeeper
Naya Lipkens. The Connecticut native will be playing just
under an hour from home in
a season where she has been
stellar. Lipkens has allowed
just eight goals on 33 shots this
season, good for a 75.8 save percentage. She has collected three
shutouts in the season and has
25 saves in just seven games. In
the three games where Lipkens
has allowed goals, though,
she has seen multiple go into
the back of the net. When the
scoring doors open against
Lipkens, they really open, with
no games allowing just a single
goal.
For the Huskies, the key
player to watch for will be
sophomore forward Jada Konte. Despite just playing 51 minutes in the loss against Buffalo, Konte led the team in both
shots (3) and shots on goal. The
forward has scored just twice
this season and has an assist,
so it would be nice to get her
some momentum in this one as
Big East play kicks off.
Another player to keep an
eye on will be star forward Jessica Mazo. The junior has not
reached expectations so far
this year, largely due to an injury that saw her missing four
games. Mazo started the game
against Buffalo and played a
promising 78 minutes but is
yet to score this season and
has only collected one assist in
two shots on goal. The Huskies
look for Mazo to have a breakout game here as she hopes to
look like her All-Big East first
team self.
Lastly, it will be interesting to see what type of look
Coach Margaret Rodriguez
goes with from a goalkeeping
standpoint. Sophomore Kaitlyn Mahoney and freshman
Marykate Ward have shared
these duties thus far, each
playing 45 minutes in the Buffalo defeat. Mahoney has had
the upper hand in minutes and
save percentage thus far this
season, so it will be interesting
if she sees a more prominent
role as the Huskies start conference competition.
The game can be streamed
online on Thursday at 7:00
p.m. on Flo Sports.
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Which rookie QB will have the most NFL success?
Being the sixth person to answer this question in a draft
where there were five convincing QB’s will be a challenge,
but I’ll go for Trask anyway. The rookie play-caller was impressive for Florida in college, leading the Gators with 43
touchdowns on only eight picks. Those numbers were good
for fourth in Heisman voting, so Trask is the real deal. Mixing his talent with time to grow and develop, Trask could really be a force in a few years. Not to mention that he’s being
mentored by the greatest to ever do it in seven-time Super
Bowl champion, Tom Brady. All told, Trask is going to have
some major benefit from taking time to mature and really
get a feel for the NFL. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and when
it’s all said and done, we could be looking at Trask as a second-day steal in the draft.

April’s NFL Draft was a big one for quarterbacks, as five QBs were drafted in the first
round, tying the second-most all time. Despite
first round picks normally signifying sure
things, quarterback prospects are always a
wild card. Some of these teams that hoped
to hit a home run in this year’s draft will end
up striking out in the long run, while others
will lock in their new franchise signal-caller.
While No. 3 pick Trey Lance (and new Texans
QB1 Davis Mills) have yet to start, the other
four have made appearances or started in
both games, giving us a big enough sample
size to have some bold takes. Which rookie
quarterback will be the most successful? Our
team of writers have their picks:

Am I a Patriots fan? Yes. Am I
still riding the wave from this past
Sunday, Mac Jones’ first NFL win?
Also yes. However, the biggest
question is, am I a fan of quality
football and do I want the sport
to continue to evolve? Absolutely,
yes, and hence my faith in Mac. Not
only a first round pick, but already
outplaying every rookie quarterback in the league, including the
other first-rounders. Out of everyone who played in Week 2, Jones
was the only one to not turn over
the ball. In further comparison to
the other rookies, he leads them in
pass completion at 74 percent and
his passer rating is at 96.7. He’s already doing the most out here, but
his attitude doesn’t reflect it at all.
He’s modest, humble and quickly
diverts positive media attention, instead of putting it on his teammates
and keeping his focus not on what
he did well but what he needs to improve. He’s always looking ahead,
looking to the future of how he can
be simply the best. This is not for
his personal gain and isn’t limited
to how he can serve the team best;
he works for the entire league as
they learn what a successful, if not
the most successful, rookie quarterback looks like.

- Stratton Stave, Campus Correspondent

There’s a reason the Chicago
Bears traded their first round pick
for next year away to get this guy. I
know Fields has yet to get that many
opportunities, but he will have
plenty of chances starting on Sunday against the Browns as Andy
Dalton is injured. Fields can show
dominance at times, he led Ohio
State to the CFP Finals by beating
Trevor Lawrence in the semifinals.
He has also shown flashes of his
speed as he does have one rushing
touchdown on 11 touches and 34
yards. With Dalton out of the picture, Fields has a great chance to
prove why he should be QB1. In the
rushing game, he could scramble
or hand it off to David Montgomery,
and he has at least Allen Robinson
and Cole Kmet in the air. Even if he
loses, a Justin Herbert-like debut
may be enough for him to maintain
the job for the rest of the season
and help turn around the recent QB
woes for Da Bears.

Taylor
Coonan,
Campus Correspondent

Trevor Lawrence was the first pick in
the 2021 NFL Draft for a reason. Playing in Jacksonville and for Urban Meyer has done him no favors with absurd
play-calling and numerous dropped
passes, but, in spite of that, he has had
some impressive plays. Even without
having the weapons that most of the other rookie QBs have, Trevor Lawrence
has been able to show off the accurate
gun that made him so great at Clemson,
connecting with deep targets (of 20+
yards) at a 60.6 percent, second only to
Mac Jones. Though Trevor Lawrence is
middling in a lot of statistical categories
now, expect his numbers to improve as
the season progresses and offense in
Jacksonville gels more. Because of how
poorly this team is built, don’t be surprised if the Jaguars only manage to
get four or five wins on the season. But
in a couple years, once Lawrence has
some experience and some extra help
on the personnel side, he’ll be leading
the Jaguars back to the postseason single-handedly.

- Cole Stefan, Campus
Correspondent

Who else did you expect? After heavily defending Zach Wilson’s future in my column
this week, I’ve gotta stick with my guy to be
the most successful out of the rookie bunch.
Results haven’t been glowing for any firstyear starter so far, and while Mac Jones looks
decent, there’s a reason he wasn’t picked until
15th overall; his ceiling isn’t nearly as high as
Wilson’s. Sure, the New York gunslinger had
a horrific, four-interception performance at
home last week, but a variety of factors were in
play (and still are) that are preventing him from
excellence in the short term. In GM Joe Douglas’ master plan for the coming years, there
should be plenty of weapons and a formidable
offensive line for Wilson to work with, helping
him reach his full potential.

Sure, I could take the easy route and say that Trevor Lawrence or
Zach Wilson will be the quarterbacks that headline the 2021 Draft
class, but why not propose a case for 49ers rookie Trey Lance?
Granted, Lance has yet to start a game through two weeks of the
NFL season, but we’ve seen it before where rookie quarterbacks
are given time to familiarize themselves with their team’s playbook
before being thrown into the fire (Patrick Mahomes sat behind Alex
Smith for an entire season after being drafted, and he turned out
okay). Lance may have the most raw talent of any rookie quarterback this year, having perhaps the best mobility and arm strength
of all other rookies at his position, but he’ll need to work on his
pocket awareness if he wants to become an elite NFL starter. San
Francisco has a number of offensive weapons under contract for
multiple years, and with offensive-minded HC Kyle Shanahan at
the helm, 49ers fans have a lot to look forward to in their rookie QB.

- Jonathan Synott, Associate
Sports Editor

- Ajeeth Vellore, Campus
Correspondent

- Nick Spinali, Campus Correspondent

UCONN SCOREBOARD

UPCOMING GAMES

Men’s Soccer
Tuesday

vs.

vs.

1

0

vs.
Field Hockey, Friday, 3 p.m.
Lynchburg, VA

@uconnmsoc

Wade’s goal leads us to victory!
1-0 over Dartmouth

TWEETS OF THE DAY

Women’s Soccer, Thursday, 7 p.m.
Storrs, CT

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

renewable_juston

@JustonRenewable
UConn is in Storrs where all games
should be played
Chris Licata

@Licatacs
Hell yeah, @John_Fanta ! Gimme that
UConn content!

Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept

